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Every gift is beautifully wrapped. 
Never an extra charge.

(a) MOD SANTA TRIO
A trio of stylish Santas makes their way down Santa Claus Lane 
to spread holiday cheer. Crafted of wood with glimmering red 
hats, adorable faces, and long beards, our Mod Santas measure 
approximately 11", 13", and 16" tall. Set of 3 arrives gift wrapped  
in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#19245 | set of 3 Santas | $124
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The first flurries of winter approach 
with a whisper of snowflakes  
and a twinkle of anticipation. 

With the arrival of winter's 
enchantment, we present to you a 
collection full of festive trimmings, 

bouquets brimming with fresh flora, 
artisan gourmet specialties, and 

homespun holiday gifts that  
celebrate the spirit of the season. 

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(d) GILT “MERRY CHRISTMAS”
Crafted of gold-tone metal spelling out a jolly greeting, our Gilt “Merry 
Christmas” is mounted on wooden blocks to wish all a festive season. 
Measuring approximately 8" tall by 3 ½" wide, “Merry” display measures  
13" long, “Christmas” display measures 20" long, and both arrive adorned 
with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#21342 | $108

expires: 11/29/21
code: EARLY1O 

ENJOY

1O%

(e) PEACE & POM WREATH
Like snowballs suspended in the air, our Peace & Pom Wreath embodies 
the whimsical side of winter. Crafted of felted wool on a gilt metal frame, 
wreath hangs from a large loop on top. Wreath measures 17" in diameter 
and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. 

#21763 | $168

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

(a) ROYALE NEWSPRINT STAG
Beautiful craftsmanship makes our Royale Newsprint Stag a handsome 
piece of décor. Crafted in Haiti of papier-mâché with French text, 
antlered sculpture is easy to hang from a keyhole in the back. Measuring 
approximately 16" wide by 19" tall, sculpture arrives adorned with a fluffy 
signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#19107 | $208

(b) CECILY POTAGER
Crimson and snow white stems are complemented by an array of foliage 
to impart a message of peace and joy. Artfully arranged in a brass-tone  
pot, Cecily Potager measures approximately 6" in diameter by 12" to top  
of arrangement and requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam;  
CA residents, see order info page for Prop 65 warning.

#21821 | $98

(c) ICELANDIC FOREST VOTIVES
The silhouette of an ancient forest invites the ambiance of a winter solstice 
festival. Illuminated with tea light candles, our set of 7 metal tree votives 
range from 4" to 8" tall. Icelandic Forest Votives arrive gift wrapped 
together with candles in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#19340 | 7 votives & 14 tea light candles | $108

“Oh what  
fun holiday 

décor  
brings.”

(b)

(c) (d)

(e)

(a)

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com
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(b) POINSETTIA ESTATE MAT
Embrace the merriest season with our classic Poinsettia Estate Mat. 
Crafted of natural coconut coir, door mat is generously sized and 
features vibrant hues to make the holidays bright. Estate mat measures 
approximately 18" x 40" and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature  
Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. If natural shedding occurs, a simple shake  
will do.

#21374 | $74

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

(a) ROXETTE
Embellished with lustrous red ornaments, garnet blossoms are arranged 
with leaves and sprigs for an unforgettable presentation. Roxette arrives in 
a rustic corrugated metal potager, measures approximately 7" in diameter 
by 9" to top of arrangement, and requires next day shipping. Contains floral 
foam; CA residents, see order info page for Prop 65 warning.

#21801 | $114

(c) WINTER CANDLE SET
Warm, inviting fragrances are captured in our exclusive candle. Imparting 
the aroma of pine and enigmatic spices, our Winter Candle includes a box 
of long matches with a classic plaid pattern. Three wick candle measures 
approximately 3 ½" in diameter by 4" tall and the set arrives gift wrapped in 
a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21797 | $78

“Festive hues 
enliven  

every home.”

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

(d) SNOWMAN TREE TOPPER
Delightfully distinct, our Snowman is a fun new way to top the tree. Holding 
a glittering star, Snowman Tree Topper is hand made from natural wool felt 
to add extra whimsy and merriment to the home. Tree topper measures 
approximately 5" in diameter by 15" tall and arrives gift wrapped in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21656 | $64

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) JOY TOPIARY TRIO
An evergreen tiding of peace and joy. Made from preserved cypress, 
these unique letter topiaries are arranged in a trio of dark stained hand 
crafted wood boxes, and when aligned, spell out the word “Joy.” Topiaries 
measure from 15 ½" to 18" tall and set of three arrives adorned with a fluffy 
signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. Contains floral foam; CA residents, see 
order info page for Prop 65 warning.

#9834 | set of 3 topiaries | $168

(c) WHIMSICAL CURLICUE LIT TREE
“Are you sure that ornament isn’t too heavy?” Hilarious yet refined, our 
beautifully lit snowy tree appears to bend under the weight of the top 
ornament. Decorated with holly berries in a rustic white painted bucket, 
battery powered lit tree measures approximately 32" tall and arrives 
packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#18687 | $134

expires: 11/29/21
code: EARLY1O 

ENJOY

1O%

(b) HOLIDAY JOYRIDE PILLOW
Setting out for an excursion of tree trimming, this quintet of canines is a 
jolly, loveable bunch. Adorably embroidered of wool on a velvet background, 
pillow has red trim and a plain cotton reverse. Holiday Joyride Pillow 
measures approximately 18" square and arrives adorned with a fluffy 
signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#21728 | $108
(e) LUCCA & LYLA
Though they resemble snow, Lucca & Lyla are here to warm every heart. 
Hand painted with adorable expressions, our collectible snowman couple 
wears their best matching beanies, golden ribbons, and complementary 
felt jackets to spread cheer year after year. Each measures approximately 
19" long and the pair arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap  
with ribbon.

#21653 | set of 2 | $164

(d) FESTIVE NORWEGIAN WREATH
Our Festive Norwegian Wreath welcomes all to celebrate the season. 
Creamy white felted wool snowflakes and leaves are punctuated with red 
holly berries and finished with an easy to hang felt loop on top. Wreath 
measures approximately 12" in diameter and arrives gift wrapped in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#19248 | $88

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

“Warm hearts 
with acts of love 
and gifts of joy.”

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(c) GRANDE HOLIDAY BELL
Ring in the holidays with rustic charm! Recalling holidays spent in a 
mountain cabin, this grande bell is crafted from galvanized metal and 
carefully finished for a well loved look. Complete with a rope hanger, ornate 
jingle bell, and topped with a maroon metal bow, our bell stands 12 ¼" tall 
and measures 10" in diameter. Arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift 
wrap with ribbon.

#12113 | $68

(b) EVERGREEN PINECONE WREATH
A mélange of preserved evergreen sprigs, pinecones, berries, and 
leaves welcomes the holidays. Our colorful, inviting wreath hangs from 
a woven twig base to cheer entryways all season long. Wreath measures 
approximately 22" in diameter and arrives with a signature Olive & Cocoa® 
satin ribbon. Takes approximately 10 business days to create.

#21760 | $184

(a) KEEPSAKE NORWEGIAN SANTA
Heralding back to his Scandinavian roots, our Keepsake Norwegian 
Santa is a special character that collectors will cherish. Crafted with high 
quality fabric, a hand painted face, and bronze-tone bells and buckles, 
Santa carries a black sack filled with holly and glittering pine. Measuring 
approximately 41" tall, Santa arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap 
with ribbon.

#21331 | $228

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

(d) CHALET LIT ADVENT CALENDAR
Start the Christmas countdown in style! Precisely crafted of wood with a 
ready to display dioramic scene, our advent calendar has battery powered 
mini lights and 24 boxes that each measure approximately 1" square. 
Ready for your own gifts or treats, Chalet Lit Advent Calendar measures 
approximately 15" x 4" x 15" and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift 
wrap with ribbon.

#21381 | $134

expires: 11/29/21
code: EARLY1O 

ENJOY

1O%
(a) (b)

(c)

(d)
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(d) SNOWDRIFT LIT TREES
Through a flurry of snowfall, a grove of winter white trees glimmers 
with a warm glow. Atop a mantle or used to display a collection of favorite 
ornaments, five spindly flexible wire trees on a rectangular base feature  
an abundance of tiny white LED lights that illuminate when plugged in. 
Display measures approximately 19 ½" x 4" x 28" and comes packaged in 
Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#8059 | $184

(a) ANGELICA
A serene gathering, white and crème blooms are a gift of grace. Artfully 
arranged in a dark stained hand crafted wood box and accented with 
softened silver foliage and textured botanicals, Angelica measures 
approximately 8" x 5" x 8" to top of arrangement. Requires next day 
shipping. Contains floral foam; CA residents, see order info page for  
Prop 65 warning.

#14737 | $88

12  13

(e) NORDIC NIGHTS ESTATE MAT
Snowy white trees set against a dark blue sky welcome guests all season 
long with our classic coconut coir mat. If natural shedding occurs, a simple 
shake will do. Nordic Nights Estate Mat measures 18" x 40" and arrives 
adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#16659 | $78

(d)

(e)

(a)

(c) BRANCH & BRONZE MENORAH
An eternal symbol of strength and tradition, our sturdy Branch & Bronze 
Menorah is a keepsake to be treasured. Illuminated with your own candles, 
menorah is artisan crafted of hefty bronze in the shape of a sprawling tree. 
Menorah measures approximately 7 ½" tall by 14" wide and arrives gift 
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21970 | $348

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

(b) AZURE SNOWY HURRICANES
As mesmerizing as the northern lights, our Azure Snowy Hurricanes effuse 
the flickering glow of candlelight from within. With shimmering gold and 
silver hues on a midnight blue background, set of 2 hurricanes includes 
6 tea light candles. Small hurricane measures 3 ½" x 5", large hurricane 
measures 4 ½" x 7", and the set arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#21799 | set of 2 hurricanes | $114

(b)

(c)

“Brighten  
the way for 

every  
well-wisher. ”

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com


(c) PERSONALIZED SKI LODGE TRAY 
Serve après-ski Glühwein and snacks with rustic style. Hand crafted in 
the USA, tray is customizable with up to 10 characters to bring a personal 
touch to any “ski lodge.” Measuring approximately 18" x 12" x 2", tray has 
handles in its lip and a water-resistant lacquer finish. Arrives adorned 
with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. Custom tray takes 
approximately 14 business days to create. Free personalization.

#14775 | $148

14  15

(d) SUMMIT CASHMERE BEANIE
A stylish piece whether slopeside or in the city, wispy strands of fur top our 
wonderfully soft grey cashmere beanie. Women’s one size fits most beanie 
arrives wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#14677 | $138

(e) LUCERNE FAUX FUR PONCHO
Stun with this sensational piece of cold weather couture. Our faux fur 
poncho intrigues with a unique ombré of soft silver, ivory, and warm taupe 
tones that flatter this piece’s artful tucks and pleats. Impeccably tailored 
to drape just right, velvet-lined poncho is women’s one size fits most, and 
arrives in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#14720 | $298

(c)

(d)

(e)

(a) ALPEN SKI LIFT PILLOW
With a unique shape and stunning design, our one of a kind mountain 
pillow is the pinnacle of fashion. Made in Austria of soft, sturdy fibers 
with a wool-like texture, pillow embodies the cozy charm of a ski lodge. 
Measuring approximately 27" x 14", pillow arrives adorned with a fluffy 
signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#21780 | $138

(g) ALPEN SKI LIFT THROW
Snuggly and comforting, our Alpen Ski Lift Throw is ready to warm them 
after a day on the slopes. With a charcoal grey front and light grey reverse, 
throw is woven of a soft blend with a wonderful wool-like feel. Finished 
with a whip stitched border, throw measures approximately 56" x 80" and 
arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21781 | $284

(b) GNOME ORNAMENT TRIO
Decorate the tree with three of the jolliest wintertime gnomes! Each 
playing their favorite winter game, these gnomes are ready for sledding, 
skating, and skiing. Hand crafted of felted wool, ornaments each measure 
approximately 5" long and the set of 3 arrives gift wrapped together in a 
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21655 | set of 3 ornaments | $94

(f ) LIT PINE GROVE
Deck the halls with our Lit Pine Grove! Beautifully snow-washed and lit 
with battery powered LEDs, our faux pines bring a cheerful ambiance 
to any décor. Standing in a rustic wood box, Lit Pine Grove measures 
approximately 12" long by 3 ½" wide by 19" tall and arrives packaged in 
Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21336 | $124

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

(a)

(b)

(f )

(g)

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(b) DELANCY CHAMPAGNE FLUTES
Our artful Delancy Champagne Flutes make any occasion a memorable 
celebration. Organic in form, each sleek yet sturdy 8 oz. flute is hand 
crafted from thick recycled glass, giving each its own unique charm. 
Glasses each measure approximately 10" tall by 2 ½" in diameter and sets 
come gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#7549 | set of 2 flutes | $98

#7671 | set of 4 flutes | $168

(a) 12 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS PLATES
Serve decadent holiday appetizers or desserts with an added bit of 
Christmas cheer. Twelve scalloped refined porcelain plates are each 
decorated with a different verse from the traditional English carol. Plates 
measure 6 ¼" x 6 ¼" each and the set comes packaged in a matching 
storage box with Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap and ribbon.

#2355 | set of 12 plates | $128

(d) SNOWY PINE SERVING SET
Deep hues of cobalt blue contrast textured snowdrift trees to create a 
serving tray that perfectly encapsulates the season. Paired with a stylish  
7" metal spreader, ceramic serving tray measures approximately 6" x 14" 
and arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21647 | tray & spreader | $138

(c)

Bright
all is

expires: 11/29/21
code: EARLY1O 

ENJOY

1O%

(c) SIERRA BIRCH TROUGH
Rich with the tones of a woodland grove, this sculpturally crafted bouquet 
is a work of botanical art. Presented in a rustic birch bark trough, Sierra 
Birch Trough measures approximately 13" x 6" x 8" to top of arrangement 
and requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam; CA residents, see 
order info page for Prop 65 warning.

#9873 | $114

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e) THE BEST DAYS PERSONALIZED 
TRAY
Sweetly commemorate special dates with a unique keepsake. Customized 
with the words and dates of your choice, tray has a rustic painted finish and 
cutout handles. Measuring approximately 17" square, tray arrives adorned 
with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. Custom tray takes 
approximately 7 business days to create. Free personalization.

#21800 | $148 (e)

“Raise a  
glass to the  

best days  
ahead.”

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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Let us ease the hustle and bustle of the holidays with custom gift crates specially designed for your company. 
Customized gift crates from Olive & Cocoa® are sure to delight your recipients and leave a lasting impression.

Customize Your Gifts

800.538.5404  |  sales@oliveandcocoa.com

with a hot iron logo brand designed just for your company.

It’s as easy as 1-2-3!

3.  We’ll collect a small one-time set up fee and in just a few days, 

your brand will be ready to be used on the crate of any gift you’d 

like to send. 

1.  Contact us and you’ll be introduced to your own personal 

account specialist who will coordinate the creation of your  

hot iron logo brand.

2.  Send the logo you’d like to use to your account specialist, and 

we’ll create a proof specifying the design and dimensions of your 

hot iron brand for your approval. 

Gifts with a personal touch
Beautifully showcase your logo as a reminder of your company 

to clients throughout the year. With your logo carefully hot iron 

branded into the wood, customized gift crates from Olive & Cocoa® 

are sure to delight your recipients and leave a lasting impression.

Please accept our invitation to contact our sales department for 

a personalized consultation. Our team of talented Gift Specialists 

will help you create the perfect custom crate filled with gourmet 

goodies or boutique specialties. Leave the work to us and make 

gift giving a breeze! Contact us to put our business gifting program to work for you!

HOLIDAY
SPECIAL

For orders over $1,500
we will waive the one time

brand set up fee.

A $395 value!
(offer expires 12/3/21)

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com


(e) UGLY SWEATER FROSTED COOKIES
A hilarious take on the holiday “Ugly Sweater” tradition, our collection of 
extra thick sweater and matching hat sugar cookies is sure to get a laugh. 
Iced with brightly colored candy-like frosting details, an assortment of 
twelve tasty cookies comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate  
with ribbon.

#9955 | crate of 12 cookies | $98

(d) CHOCOLATE CARAMEL PRETZEL 
TREES
Snowy white chocolate covered “trees” are a sublimely tasty holiday 
treat. Dipped in melt in your mouth white chocolate, these salty pretzel 
sticks with a homemade caramel triangle top decorated with tiny icing 
“ornaments” are pure festive fun. Individually wrapped pretzels come gift 
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#5053 | crate of 12 trees | $78

#5104 | crate of 24 trees (pictured) | $108

20  21

(a) SWEET SHOPPE GOURMET
Walk them down candy cane lane with a flurry of crisp peppermint and 
decadent chocolates! Awash in iconic red, green, and white, this curation 
puts a gourmet spin on classic holiday treats to sweetly celebrate the 
season. Available in three sizes, each arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon. Visit oliveandcocoa.com for complete crate details.

#11896 | petite | $68

#11895 | medium | $118

#11894 | large (pictured) | $164

(a)

(d) (e)

(c) “HAPPY TREATS” CRATE
Send a sweet selection of “Happy Treats” for all to enjoy! Petite includes 
3 penguin sandwich cookies, red & green sour balls, peppermint white 
chocolate pretzels, a pair of caramel pretzel trees, and rocky road popcorn. 
Medium adds a snowflake lollipop, red & green wrapped caramels, and 
sugar cookie flavored cotton candy. Large adds candy coated almonds, 
peppermint chocolate graham crackers, strawberry licorice, and 4 tree 
shaped marshmallows. All arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#21643 | petite | $74

#21644 | medium | $104

#21645 | large (pictured) | $154

(b) PEACE & LOVE COOKIE CRATE
Deliver a sweet message of Peace & Love. Beautifully frosted with 
delectable candy-like icing in the shape of hearts and doves in flight, 
our buttery, crisp cookies will always give them a reason to smile. Eight 
oversized cookies arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate 
with ribbon.

#21713 | crate of 8 cookies | $78

expires: 11/29/21
code: EARLY1O 

ENJOY

1O%
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(b)

(c)

clone in O&C
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(c) LOTS OF LITTLE HOLIDAY GOODIES
A collection of all-time favorites gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate 
with ribbon. Petite includes rocky road popcorn, white chocolate peppermint 
bark, milk chocolate pretzels, mixed nuts, and red Aussie licorice. Medium 
adds white chocolate peppermint popcorn, chocolate covered toffee 
squares, and dusted toffee almonds. Large (pictured) adds two bags each 
of rocky road and peppermint popcorn, chocolate and peppermint candy 
covered sandwich cookies and graham crackers, sweet toasted pecans, and 
green Aussie licorice. Extra large adds an extra bag each of peppermint 
popcorn, white chocolate peppermint bark, toffee squares, green and red 
Aussie licorice, mixed nuts, and milk chocolate pretzels. Also available in a 
signature Olive & Cocoa® canvas tote with ribbon. 

#499 | petite crate | $54

#498 | medium crate | $90

#497 | large crate | $150

#8065 | extra large | $188

22  23

(c)

(d) FANCIFUL SNOWMAN SWEETS
A flurry of sweets surrounds a whimsical snowman to bring cheer to all. 
With an extra large frosted snowman cookie, rainbow popcorn, cotton 
candy taffy, gummy hearts, and white chocolate pretzels, our Fanciful 
Snowman Sweets are a yummy yuletide delight. Visit oliveandcocoa.com  
for complete crate details.

#21685 | petite | $64

#21684 | medium | $94

#21683 | large (pictured) | $134

(a) “MERRY & BRIGHT” SWEETS
Share a bevy of sweets to celebrate the holiday spirit. Our petite crate 
includes a candy kabob, rainbow belts, green polka dot mints, licorice taffy, 
white chocolate pretzels, and cherry popcorn. Medium adds a “Merry & 
Bright” cookie, multicolor jelly beans, and spiced gumdrops. Large adds 
a red lightbulb cookie, spearmint candy, red polka dot mints, 2 white 
chocolate covered sandwich cookies, and gummy discs. Each size arrives 
gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21825 | petite | $68

#21824 | medium | $88

#21823 | large (pictured) | $138

(b) NUTCRACKER COOKIE CRATE
Enjoy the timeless Nutcracker story in a fun new way. Showcasing the 
characters and signature themes of the ballet, our Nutcracker Cookies are 
tantalizingly decorated with delicious frosting in bright colors. Seven big, 
buttery, and crispy cookies arrive gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate 
with ribbon.

#21885 | crate of 7 cookies | $74

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

(a)

(b) (d)

Also
available
in a tote!
See page 33

#22160 | petite tote | $54

#22161 | medium tote | $90

#22162 | large tote | $150

#22163 | extra large tote | $188

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) GOOD CHEER CRATE
Holiday cheer has never been so sweet! Petite includes foiled sandwich 
cookies, white chocolate pretzel reindeer, holiday candy corn, licorice 
wheels, sour balls, candied popcorn, and an oversized Santa crispy 
treat. Medium adds jumbo gumdrops, a chocolate dipped marshmallow, 
and cocoa cotton candy. Large also adds nonpareil gumdrops, another 
chocolate marshmallow, chocolate pretzel trees, Santa’s bike ride napkins, 
and 5 oversized marshmallows spelling out “CHEER.” Each size arrives gift 
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#16946 | petite | $78

#16947 | medium | $114

#16948 | large (pictured) | $154

(b) HAPPY GNOME COOKIES
As adorable as they are delicious, our Happy Gnome Cookies leave an 
exquisite impression! Exclusively made for Olive & Cocoa®, each gnome 
has a colorful icing hat, a cute nose, and a shimmering sugar coated beard. 
Eight buttery and crispy cookies arrive gift wrapped together in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#19000 | crate of 8 cookies | $78

(c) REINDEER NUTCRACKER CRATE
A charming reimagining of the traditional nutcracker, our Reindeer 
Nutcracker is both fun and functional. Nutcracker is crafted of sturdy 
enameled metal and comes with a full pound of mixed nuts. Nutcracker 
measures approximately 7 ½" long by 6" tall and arrives gift wrapped 
together with nuts in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21887 | nutcracker & nuts | $84

(d) JOLLY ELF GOODIES
Send a fun, sweet gift to anyone whose favorite colors are red and green! 
Jolly Elf Goodies includes an elf cookie, cotton candy, gummy strawberries, 
taffy nougat, licorice laces, gummy rings, and rocky road popcorn. Large 
adds gumballs, 2 chocolate coated sandwich cookies, a candy kabob, and 
jelly beans. Extra large adds 4 chocolate topped marshmallows, a dark 
chocolate marshmallow bar, white chocolate pretzels, strawberry taffy, 
foiled caramels, and salted caramel corn. Each size arrives gift wrapped in 
a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21815 | medium | $84

#21814 | large | $118

#21813 | extra large (pictured) | $198

(f ) ROCKY ROAD POPCORN
Creamy and rich chocolate is drizzled atop popcorn, marshmallows and 
almonds. A full pound arrives in four irresistible 4 ounce bags and is gift 
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. Also available in a 
signature Olive & Cocoa® canvas tote with ribbon.

#801 | crate | $48           #22168 | tote | $48

expires: 11/29/21
code: EARLY1O 

ENJOY

1O%
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e) TWELVE SNOWMAN COOKIES
Send a charming holiday hello their way with a dozen smiling snowmen. 
A delectable dozen beautifully hand frosted butter cookies comes gift 
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#22183 | crate of 12 cookies | $94

(f )
Also

available
in a tote!
See page 33

(e)

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com


(a) CHOCOLATIER SWEETS 
Dunked, drizzled and decadent, a collection of milk and white chocolate 
covered indulgences brings a bit of sweet bliss. Petite includes chocolate 
covered malt balls, peanut clusters, raisins, coconut clusters, English 
toffee and almond toffee. Medium (pictured) also includes dunked 
sandwich cookies, caramel squares, and classic homespun wrapped 
caramels. Large is double the treats, and each size comes gift wrapped  
in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. Also available in a signature  
Olive & Cocoa® canvas tote with ribbon. Certified Kosher.

#8201 | petite crate | $74

#8025 | medium crate | $98

#8045 | large crate | $198
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(a)

(c) CHOCOLATE BLISS
It’s a chocolate lover’s dream! Medium includes a milk chocolate bar, cocoa 
almonds, dusted almonds, dark chocolate pretzels, white chocolate pecan 
caramels, and toffee pecan popcorn. Large adds white chocolate pretzels, 
milk chocolate pecan caramels, and milk chocolate pretzels. Extra large 
adds a dark chocolate coconut bar, a coffee cardamom bar, and dark 
chocolate pecan caramels. Each size arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#16848 | medium | $98

#16849 | large | $128

#16850 | extra large (pictured) | $178

(e) LOTS OF LITTLE  
HOLIDAY CHOCOLATES
Satisfy a cocoa lover's sweet tooth with Lots of Little Holiday Chocolates. 
Petite includes rocky road popcorn, chocolate cinnamon bears, white 
chocolate gummy bears, milk chocolate pretzels, dusted toffee almonds, and 
old fashioned malted milk balls. Medium (pictured) also includes dunked 
marshmallow sticks, milk chocolate gummy bears, chocolate almond bark, 
and white chocolate pretzels. Large also includes extra rocky road popcorn, 
white chocolate peppermint popcorn, chocolate covered toffee, peppermint 
sprinkled dunked sandwich cookies, and chocolate caramel squares. Each 
size is gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. Also available 
in a signature Olive & Cocoa® canvas tote with ribbon.

#1223 | petite crate | $50

#1224 | medium crate | $98

#1225 | large crate | $148

(c)

(e)

(d) YULETIDE TREATS TOTE
Share sweet yuletide wishes with a selection of festive treats. A drizzled 
mini marshmallow crispy rice treat, 2 old fashioned lollipops, holiday jelly 
beans, 4 chocolate coated sandwich cookies, white chocolate pretzels, 
licorice twists, peanut brittle, and rocky road popcorn all arrive packaged 
together in an illustrated Olive & Cocoa® canvas tote with ribbon.

#21778 | $88

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

(b)

(b) SWEET & SAVORY GLUTEN FREE
No one will miss out on their favorite indulgences with this spread of 
gluten-free delights. An assortment of classic Italian cookies, crispy 
pepper jack cheese bites, a mint chocolate bar, a sea salt chocolate bar, 
bags of salted caramel and rosemary popcorn, buttery cheese straws, and 
soft pomegranate licorice all arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon. Gluten free.

#16832 | $128

(d)

Also
available
in a tote!
See page 33

Also
available
in a tote!
See page 33

#22184 | petite tote | $74

#22185 | medium tote | $98

#22186 | large tote | $198

#22165 | petite tote | $50

#22166 | medium tote | $98

#22167 | large tote | $148

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) LET IT SNOW SWEETS
Sweet wintertide wishes make the holidays most delightful! Medium 
includes 3 white chocolate sandwich cookies, a snowman truffle, cotton 
candy “snowballs,” white chocolate candy cane hearts, marshmallow 
snowflakes, chocolate caramel squares, and rocky road popcorn. Large 
also includes an additional snowman truffle, silver candy stars, white 
chocolate caramel pretzels, red & white mini chocolates, an oversized rice 
crispy treat, and a snowflake lollipop. All arrive gift wrapped together in a 
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#14587 | medium | $94

#11893 | large (pictured) | $144

(a)

(d) HANUKKAH DELIGHTS CRATE
Festively filled with delightful goodies, our Hanukkah Delights Crate is 
packed with white chocolate popcorn, dark & white chocolate raisins, jelly 
beans, jelly sticks, sugar sprinkled star cookies, and so much more! Each 
size arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. Certified 
Kosher. Visit oliveandcocoa.com for complete crate details.

#19003 | medium | $88

#19002 | large (pictured) | $134

(b) WOODLAND SERVING BOARD & 
SNACKS
Our Woodland Serving Board & Snacks present a feast for the senses. 
Delicious pistachio cherry shortbread, brie cheese wedges, gourmet 
crackers, red Aussie licorice, and trail mix are paired with a sturdy 
twisted metal server and a beautifully etched cutting board. Cutting board 
measures approximately 7" x 11", and all arrive gift wrapped together in a 
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#19190 | $108

(d)

(c) GINGER & SNOW DELIGHTS
A wonderland of glittering delicacies is ready to tempt every palate. 
Medium includes gingerbread tiles, white chocolate pretzels, glittering 
foiled chocolate balls, rocky road popcorn, and metallic-hued chocolates. 
Large adds gold gumballs, toffee dusted almonds, and 4 snowflake 
cookies. All arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate  
with ribbon.

#21678 | medium | $84

#21677 | large (pictured) | $134

(e) HOLIDAY PUZZLE & TREATS
Make new traditions during the holidays with an illustrated puzzle and 
delicious snacks for all to share. Including candy cane crunch, red Aussie 
licorice, delectable green apple jelly beans, and a 500 piece jigsaw puzzle, 
Holiday Puzzle & Treats arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#21846 | $114

(f ) ENGLISH TOFFEE CRATE
Buttery English Toffee covered in milk chocolate and a dusting of chopped 
roasted almonds is an absolute indulgence. A full pound of this traditional 
treat comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. Also 
available in a signature Olive & Cocoa® canvas tote with ribbon.

#2379 | crate | $50              #22197 | tote | $50

expires: 11/29/21
code: EARLY1O 

ENJOY
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(d) FARMHOUSE GOURMET PANTRY
Rustic gourmet delectables stock a refined pantry. The best of the best of 
our sweet and savory selections are packed in our Farmhouse Gourmet 
Pantry crate. Salami, hot pepper and provolone cheeses, rosemary sea 
salt crackers, lemon blueberry and nutberry maple granola, dried fruit 
and seed trail mix, spicy nut mix, a one pound burlap bag of California 
pistachios, rocky road popcorn, artichoke lemon pesto and an 18 ounce  
tin of cinnamon toffee almonds come gift wrapped in our signature  
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. Also available in a signature  
Olive & Cocoa® canvas tote with ribbon.

#1061 | crate | $194           #22193 | tote | $194

(a) TREATS FOR THE TEAM
The team will love sharing these perfectly portioned snacks! Thoughtfully 
hand curated to satisfy all, sweet, savory, and hearty treats have been 
scaled into sizes for nearly any team. Petite includes white chocolate 
pretzels, gummy bears, jumbo corn nuts, milk chocolate pretzels, mixed 
nuts, and gourmet fruit and nut trail mix. Medium also includes chocolate 
covered almonds, jelly beans, lemon drops, Swedish fish, Aussie red 
licorice, chocolate covered cinnamon bears, chocolate covered malt 
balls, and churro pretzels. Large (pictured) also includes white chocolate 
covered gummy bears, pistachios, and chocolate covered toffee while also 
including an additional serving of white chocolate covered pretzels, gummy 
bears, jelly beans, milk chocolate covered pretzels, and chocolate covered 
cinnamon bears. Each size arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood  
crate with ribbon. Also available in a signature Olive & Cocoa® canvas  
tote with ribbon.

#14510 | petite crate | $50

#14509 | medium crate | $90

#14508 | large crate | $140
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(c) TASTEFUL FAVORITES
Send a delectable selection of shareable snacks! Our Tasteful Favorites 
crate includes Swedish fish, jelly beans, artisan crackers, green onion 
cheese, trail mix, and churro pretzels. Medium adds caramel almond 
popcorn, salami, and gouda Moon Cheese. Large adds strawberry licorice, 
mixed nuts, dill mustard, and pepper jack Moon Cheese. Each size arrives 
gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21240 | small | $54

#21239 | medium | $98

#21238 | large (pictured) | $144

(b) BLUEBIRD SKI DAY COOKIES
Sweet, crispy, and perfect for munching between downhill runs. Decorated 
with skis, cold weather gear, and snowy scenery, our deliciously thick 
sugar cookies are iced with decadent candy-like frosting. An assortment  
of 8 buttery cookies comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate  
with ribbon.

#21886 | crate of 8 cookies | $78

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

(a)

(b) (d)(c)

“Start the 
party with a 

crate of sweet 
or savory 
treats.”

Also
available
in a tote!
See page 33

Also
available
in a tote!
See page 33

#22179 | petite tote | $50

#22180 | medium tote | $90

#22181 | large tote | $140
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(a)

(c)(b)

(c) HARVEST DRIED FRUIT  
& NUT MEDLEY
A supremely elegant and healthful selection of the finest dried fruits and 
roasted nuts for all to share. Medium includes an assortment of cashews, 
pistachios, roasted almonds, pecans and dried pears, nectarines and 
apples. Large also includes dried peaches, pineapple rings, smoked 
almonds, and an extra bag each of dried nectarines, cashews and pecans. 
Each size comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#6357 | medium | $78

#6358 | large (pictured) | $138

Tote chic.
Introducing our newest signature gift wrap—a chic canvas tote they'll enjoy using again  

and again. Now available for a selection of our most popular food gifts at no additional cost. 

(b) GATHER & SHARE
Gather the team and share an abundant variety of sweet and savory 
selections. Petite includes sea salt crostini, cheese spread, jelly beans, 
trail mix, and rocky road popcorn. Medium adds salami, white chocolate 
sandwich cookies, and chocolate raisins. Large also adds sundried tomato 
spread, rosemary crackers, licorice, and white chocolate gummy bears. 
Extra large also adds hummus, peanuts, white chocolate pretzels, walnut 
pecan marshmallows, and berry gumdrops. Each size arrives gift wrapped 
in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. 

#16997 | petite | $64

#16840 | medium | $98

#16839 | large | $134

#16838 | extra large (pictured) | $174

(a) TASTES FOR EVERYONE
From cheeses and crackers to nuts, spicy salsa, and a bit of chocolate, everyone is 
sure to find a favorite treat to devour. Petite includes tortilla chips, roasted salsa, white 
chocolate pretzels, mixed nuts, and chocolate almond bark. Medium also includes 
salami, farmhouse cheese, rosemary crisps, raspberry cookies, and cinnamon toffee 
popcorn. Large (pictured) also includes milk chocolate pretzels, apricot jam, white 
chocolate gummy bears, pistachios, shortbread cookies, and artichoke lemon pesto. 
Each size arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. Also available 
in a signature Olive & Cocoa® canvas tote with ribbon.  

#1230 | petite crate | $50

#1231 | medium crate | $98

#1232 | large crate | $150

Also
available
in a tote!
See page 33

Visit oliveandcocoa.com/tote-gifts to learn more.

#22154 | petite tote | $50

#22155 | medium tote | $98

#22156 | large tote | $150

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com


(e) SNACKS TO SHARE
A little sweet, a little savory, and a whole lot to share! Brimming with 
ready to eat nibbles for everyone to enjoy, petite includes white chocolate 
gummy bears, trail mix, rocky road popcorn, rustic crackers, and hummus. 
Medium also includes gourmet salami, sundried tomato spread, and a  
12 oz. tin of gourmet salted peanuts. Large (pictured) also includes 
chocolate covered sandwich cookies, sea salt crostini, savory cheese 
spread, and walnut pecan caramel marshmallows. Each size comes gift 
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. Also available in a 
signature Olive & Cocoa® canvas tote with ribbon.

#10094 | petite crate | $50

#10095 | medium crate | $98

#9946 | large crate | $144

(b) SAVORY, SALTY & SWEET
Send a gift brimming with savory, salty and sweet goodies and give the 
whole crowd something to grin about. Petite includes pistachios, chocolate 
covered raisins, jumbo corn nuts, peanut brittle, milk chocolate pretzels, 
Swedish fish, and gourmet trail mix. Large (pictured) also includes dried 
fruit medley, chocolate covered sandwich cookies, Bavarian pretzels, and 
caramel almond popcorn. Each size comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon. Also available in a signature Olive & Cocoa® 
canvas tote with ribbon.

#3564 | petite crate | $70

#3565 | large crate | $124
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(b)

(a) CLASSIC PUB BITES
Whether they're close or far, a trip to the pub with a friend or colleague 
always feels nearby. Classic Pub Bites include rice wafer crackers, golden 
ale mustard, BBQ popcorn, classic beef jerky, smoked gouda cheese 
spread, tomato basil cheese, and seasoned pretzels. Large adds salted 
peanuts, sweet chipotle beef jerky, salami, and 2 Bavarian pretzels. All 
arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21668 | medium | $84

#21667 | large (pictured) | $128

(c) KETO ON-THE-GO SNACKS
Perfect for those with low carb or gluten free diets, our Keto On-the-Go 
Snacks are a surprising mix of unexpected goodies. Including nut  
& seed granola, a berry & seed chocolate bar, smoked salmon, gouda 
cheese, mixed nuts, gouda Moon Cheese, spiced green olives, a turkey 
jerky stick, and a beef jerky stick, all arrive packaged together in a 
signature Olive & Cocoa® canvas tote with ribbon. Gluten free.

#21706 | $104

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

(a)

(c) (e)

(d)

(d) BOUNTIFUL HARVEST CRATE
Send your best wishes with a tantalizing variety of delicious snacks! Large 
includes dried apricots & figs, dried kiwi, prosciutto, herbs de Provence 
olives, dried mangoes, dried apples, cashews, dried pineapple, amaranth 
bar, trail mix, cheese straws, cheddar chive crackers, lemon blueberry 
granola, and almonds. Extra large adds an extra amaranth bar, coconut 
date rolls, a pound of pistachios, dried golden raisins, hickory jerky, dried 
ginger, and pita chips & hummus. Each size arrives gift wrapped in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon. 

#18999 | large | $164

#18998 | extra large (pictured) | $254

Also
available
in a tote!
See page 33

Also
available
in a tote!
See page 33

#22187 | petite tote | $70

#22188 | large tote | $124

#22190 | petite tote | $50

#22191 | medium tote | $98

#22192 | large tote | $144

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(c) TWENTY NORDIC ICICLE 
ORNAMENTS
Gently dripping water freezes into beautiful icicles. Whimsical set of 
handcrafted glass icicles includes 20 icicle ornaments in a variety of 
lengths from 3" to 11". Ornaments come gift wrapped in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#529 | set of 20 ornaments | $94

(b) NORDIC SANTA
Ho, ho, ho! Hailing from the enchanted North Pole, Nordic Santa stays 
warm with his soft and fluffy beard, all dressed in felt, fur, and fleece. 
Complete with all the trappings to help him along his journey, Santa 
measures approximately 24" tall and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® 
gift wrap with ribbon.

#17094 | $108

(e) GUARDIAN ANGEL NECKLACE
Wear our ethereal Guardian Angel Necklace as a daily reminder of peace, 
guidance, and grace. Hand made charm on an 18" sterling silver chain 
comes beautifully presented in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#673 | $94

enlarged to show detail

(c)

(g) BELLE SNOWFLAKE FAIRY
Our most sophisticated Snowflake Fairy visits special homes but once a 
year. Detailed with a loveable expression and elvish features, Belle wears 
adorable fairy boots to accompany her all-white dress and snowflake 
wings. Weighted to sit upright, fairy measures approximately 22" long and 
arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#18504 | $88

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

(f ) ELEGANT LIT EVERGREEN TRIO 
Elegantly finished and reminiscent of cherished antiques, three battery 
powered lit trees grace winter décor with warm gold and silver tones. 
Ranging in height from 10" to 19", each glass tree features a 6 hour shutoff 
timer. All arrive packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#14662 | set of 3 lit trees | $154

(a) SANTA’S LIST HANGING MOON
Reminiscent of the dreamlike crescent moons of the art deco era, this 
papier-mâché holiday décor is completed with a smiling Nordic Santa 
checking his list of toys. Hanging from a twine loop on top, Santa's List 
Hanging Moon measures approximately 16" in diameter. Arrives packaged 
in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon. CA residents, see order info page 
for Prop 65 warning.

#16969 | $218

(a)

(b)

(e)

(f )

(g)

(d) WINTER BEAR SUCCULENT
Representing strength and courage, our Winter Bear Succulent is a 
lively accent piece. Crafted of ceramic with a mocha-tinted cream color, 
planter arrives fully arranged and ready to display. Winter Bear Succulent 
measures approximately 8" wide by 10" tall and requires 2nd day shipping.

#21738 | $124

(d)
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                                                     $0.01 to $25.00                                                                                                       $9

$25.01 to $50.00 $15

$50.01 to $75.00 $20

$75.01 to $100.00 $26

$100.01 to $150.00 $30

$150.01 to $200.00 $33

$200.01 and over 16%

OUR GUARANTEE: We unconditionally guarantee the presentation 
and quality of our gifts upon delivery. If a gift we've sent does not live up 
to these high standards, please contact us and we will re-send the gift 
with our compliments, or refund your purchase price, whichever you 
desire. Our cut flower arrangements are guaranteed to be fresh for 72 
hours after delivery.

CUSTOMER SERVICE & ORDERING:

SHIPPING & HANDLING: Same day shipping is usually available 
for orders received by 2PM (MT) M-F. S+H charges are based on product 
cost before any discounts. Please see item descriptions for special 
shipping requirements. A $10 charge per package will be applied to your 
credit card when incorrect or incomplete addresses are given. 

To better assist you, all calls to and from Olive & Cocoa® may be recorded  
for training purposes.

MAILING & EMAIL LISTS: We occasionally share portions of our 
mailing list with carefully selected companies. If you do not wish your 
mailing address to be shared, or do not wish to receive our catalogs or 
emails, please contact us by phone, email or mail. You may also click on 
the "unsubscribe" link on the bottom of any of email we send. Please see 
oliveandcocoa.com for complete Privacy Policy.

SUBSTITUTIONS: Because of the perishable and sometimes 
seasonal nature of many of our products, we reserve the right to make 
substitutions of items of equal or greater value as necessary to ensure 
timely delivery of your gifts. 

SHIPPING CHARGES 
PER US ADDRESS

$19

$29

$33

$38

$41

$47

24%

STANDARD TWO DAY NEXT DAY

$30

$39

$45

$50

$54

$59

29%

SURCHARGES: Next Day AM delivery, add $5. Next Day Saturday
delivery, add $15. Alaska and Hawaii will take additional time, add $15.
Certain large items require a shipping surcharge, which is specified next 
to the item price. Surcharges are in addition to shipping charges.

®

PAYMENT: We accept all major credit cards. When ordering, you 
authorize Olive & Cocoa® to charge your credit card. We do not accept 
credit cards through email or fax. We do not accept payment by personal 
check. Please see oliveandcocoa.com for complete Terms of Sale.

PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CA RESIDENTS:

Phone: 800.538.5404 Fax: 801.433.5008
Email: customerservice@oliveandcocoa.com
Web: oliveandcocoa.com
Mail: 6345 W 300 S, Salt Lake City, UT 84104

WARNING: Cancer -
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ORDERING INFORMATION

©2009-2021 Olive & Cocoa, LLC. OLIVE & COCOA is a registered trademark in the 
United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, India, and the European Union. All 
rights reserved. Descriptive or typographical errors are subject to correction. We 
reserve the right to change items, prices, or policies at any time and without notice.
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enlarged to show detail

(e) QUEEN BEE ROBE
A regally soft robe fit for Queen Bee herself! Made from the softest 100% 
cotton with regal crown and honeybee patterning on a buttercup yellow 
background, this cozy full-length long sleeved robe features a tie at the 
waist. Robe comes in women’s sizes small/medium and large and arrives 
gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#8080 | small/medium | $178

#8081 | large | $178

(c) “LOVED” CIRCLE NECKLACE
A tiny word can say it all. Hand engraved with the word “loved,” a petite 
gold plated charm measuring approximately ½" in diameter hangs from  
a delicate gold filled chain with spring ring closure. Necklace measures  
18" in length and comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with 
ribbon. Also available in silver at oliveandcocoa.com.

#4905 | $124

(a) QUEEN BEE PAJAMAS
A set of posh pajamas fit for Queen Bee herself! Made from the softest 
100% flannel material with regal crown and honeybee patterning on a 
buttercup yellow background, pajamas feature a long sleeve button down 
shirt and comfortable full length pants with drawstring and elastic band. 
Available in women’s sizes small, medium large, and extra large, pajamas 
come gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#10126 | small | $188

#10127 | medium | $188

#10128 | large | $188

#19756 | extra large | $188

(d) POSH PINK CITRON SPA
Our sophisticatedly chic collection includes spa day favorites perfumed 
with the tantalizing aromas of gardenia, lychee, and citron. Set includes 
an elegantly packaged candle, bar soap, body mist, eye pillow, and a pink 
cylinder box with assorted old-fashioned lollipops to add a touch of whimsy. 
Lavish set comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#1930 | $138

(b) GUARDIAN ANGEL ORNAMENT
Hang our ethereal Guardian Angel Ornament as a reminder of peace, 
guidance and grace. Hand made silver ornament measures 1 ¾" long and 
comes beautifully presented in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#8069 | $44

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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(d) LULU LAMB & BLANKIE
Cozy cuddling sends baby straight to sweet sleep. A fuzzy sheep snuggles 
next to baby to keep them company while a luxurious ivory colored 
reversible chamois blanket wraps them up tight. Sheep measures 13" long, 
blanket measures 30" x 36", and both come gift wrapped together in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#2015 | $94

(c) NURSERY RHYMES 
& MUSICAL LAMB
A wondrous bit of nostalgia, a beautiful volume filled with gorgeous 
illustrations and nursery rhymes by famed children’s author, Beatrix 
Potter, is a classic to be passed down through the generations. 
Accompanied by a cuddly plush lamb that plays the tune of Brahms' 
Lullaby, our Nursery Rhymes & Musical Lamb set is sure to create lasting 
memories. Lamb measures 9" tall and comes gift wrapped along with book 
in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#4891 | $84
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(b) MUSICAL ELEPHANT & SWADDLE
With a gentle windup, our sweet musical elephant delights baby with 
a classic lullaby. Fuzzy, cuddly, and supremely soft, elephant features 
embroidered eyes and striped details and is paired with a coordinating 
grey and white striped cotton muslin swaddle. Elephant measures 
approximately 11" from trunk to tail, swaddle measures 47" square, and 
both arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#15672 | $98

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(a) “OH BABY” WELCOME CRATE
Share a gift that mama and baby both will love. Thoughts of 
encouragement abound in “The Little Book of Motherhood,” which comes 
with a refreshingly scented candle, an elephant rattle, and a fluffy blankie. 
Rattle measures approximately 7" long and blankie measures 30" x 36". All 
arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21904 | $124

(f ) PERSONALIZED NAME PILLOW
Celebrate a special child with darling décor made especially for them. 
Adorable letters are smattered with greenery, bees, and cute animals to 
spell the name of your choice. Personalized pillows measure approximately 
14" x 19" and arrive adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin 
bow. Custom pillows take approximately 10 business days to create. Free 
personalization.

#19173 | flowers & butterflies pillow | $98 

#19172 | branches & critters pillow | $98

(e) LITTLE MISS CAROLINE
Sweet as can be, Little Miss Caroline is the most polite of tea party pals. 
Dressed in a petal pink cotton gown with a soft knit body, yarn hair, and 
stitched facial features, huggably soft Caroline will surely become a favorite 
dolly. Doll measures 14" tall and comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#6829 | $54

(f )

(a)

Calm
all is
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(f ) SNOWBALLS & STORYBOOK PLAY 
SET
Send your little snow angels a bit of winter fun! Adorably illustrated with 
unique collage work, “Snowballs” shows how to create a whole family out 
of snow with the use of a few found objects and a dash of imagination. 
Paired with ten plush “snowballs“ with embroidered snowman face 
detailing for a playful indoor fun, book comes gift wrapped together in a 
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#9932 | book & 10 snowballs | $78
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expires: 11/29/21
code: EARLY1O 

ENJOY

1O%

(a) SANTA’S LITTLE HELPER CRATE
Ho ho ho! Introduce them to Santa's wonder with a darling set of nursery 
favorites, including a pair of soft rattles, a duo of swaddles, and a miniature 
trio of Christmas books. Rattles measure 5" and 7" long, cotton swaddles 
each measure approximately 48" square, and all arrive gift wrapped 
together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21888 | $138

(b) MONTANA MOOSE KIDS’ CHAIR
Hailing from the majestic mountains, Montana Moose happily embraces 
tots with a welcoming hug. With a fuzzy, soft structure, chair is 
recommended for children 12–36 months. Chair measures approximately 
21" wide by 19" deep by 21" tall and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature 
Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#21772 | $118

(c) NUTCRACKER & POP-UP BOOK
Our valiant Nutcracker is always ready to come to the rescue! Arriving with 
a charming pop-up version of the beloved story, our Nutcracker is a soft 
variation of the traditional figure. Nutcracker measures approximately  
14" long and arrives gift wrapped together with pop-up book in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21847 | $134

(d) SNOWMAN & STORYBOOK TOTE
Send thoughts of warmth from an unexpected source—our wonderfully 
fuzzy Snowman! Paired with the illustrated storybook “One Snowy 
Morning,” Snowman measures approximately 8" long and is weighted at 
the bottom to sit upright. Snowman & Storybook arrive packaged together 
in an illustrated Olive & Cocoa® canvas tote with ribbon.

#21779 | $168

(e) HAPPY LITTLE TREE & STORYBOOK
Christmas trees bring many smiles over the holidays, but have you ever 
seen one smile back? Accompanied by the storybook “The Little Christmas 
Tree,” Happy Little Tree measures approximately 12" long and is weighted 
at the bottom to sit upright. Plush tree and storybook arrive packaged 
together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21905 | $88

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )
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(e) “PEACE” SCULPTURE
The universal peace sign gets a brilliant update. Meticulously detailed 
to display nearly every ridge and fingerprint, our sculpture has a shining 
silvery finish to stand apart in the home or office. Sculpture measures 
approximately 3" wide by 8" tall and arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#21226 | $78

(d) DAPPER DOPP KIT
Experienced travelers and novices alike will appreciate the illumination 
in our deluxe leather Dapper Dopp Kit. Complete with two smaller 
zippered bags and a mirrored shaving kit with razor and scissors, Dopp kit 
measures approximately 11" x 7" x 5". All arrive gift wrapped together in a 
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21851 | $198

(f ) UPSTREAM FISHERMAN’S CRATE
A celebration of the sport, our Upstream Fisherman's Crate is a real catch. 
Colorful men’s one size fits most rainbow trout socks, “Casting Into the 
Light” by Janet Messineo, and a dozen huckleberry flavored chocolates 
with fly designs are a treat for any angler. All arrive gift wrapped together in 
a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#19635 | $148

(a) FLY FISHING PUB CRATE
Send a cheerful reminder of their favorite outdoor pastime with our Fly 
Fishing Pub Crate. Crate includes a pair of intricately etched 15 oz. mugs 
with a fly fishing design, a 6" fisherman's bottle opener, and a package of 
pale ale pub mix. Mugs measure approximately 3" in diameter by 5" tall and 
all arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21906 | $104

(c) MONOGRAMMED FLASK
Sophisticated and personalized just for them, our Monogrammed Flask 
is the ideal gift for every occasion. Wrapped in faux leather and embossed 
with the initials of your choice, 8 oz. flask measures approximately 3" wide 
by 4 ½" tall and arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with 
ribbon. Custom flask takes approximately 7 business days to create.  
Free personalization.

#21936 | $64
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(b) “GAME ON” SOCKS & TRIVIA
He'll love sporting these playful socks on the go and during the game. 
Including a fun sports trivia game, set includes stretchy cotton blend socks 
decorated with basketballs, baseballs, and footballs. Three pairs of men's 
one size fits most socks arrive gift wrapped together with trivia game in a 
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21659 | 3 pairs of socks & game | $98

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e) (f )
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Floral Of The Month Club
Send an enchanting floral arrangement to delight them again and again! Perfect for the home, office,  

or as an elegant monthly gift, we deliver beautiful, fresh cut flowers right to their doorstep.

How It Works

Schedule Your Gift

1
Select your recipient, choose  

your subscription length, and  

we'll take care of the rest.

Freshly Picked for You

2
Each month we’ll send a different  

arrangement, expertly chosen from  

the season’s most beautiful blooms.

Beauty on Repeat

3
Enjoy the refreshing sights and scents  

of our award-winning fresh cut floral 

arrangements—over and over again.

RETAIL
VALUE

$98

(a) FLORAL OF THE MONTH CLUB
A unique subscription service, our Floral of the Month Club features 
arrangements created with each season’s most beautiful fresh cut 
blooms. Subscriptions are available in lengths of 4, 6, 12 months  
or ongoing and require next day shipping. Contains floral foam;  
CA residents, see order info page for Prop 65 warning.

#8659 | 4 shipments | $88 each

#8662 | 6 shipments | $84 each

#8665 | 12 shipments | $78 each

#11363 | ongoing | $74 each

example arrangement example arrangement

Join today! Call 800.538.5404 or visit oliveandcocoa.com

(c) Arrives as a  
potted bulb

(c) POTTED AMARYLLIS BULB
Simply stunning, amaryllis is a traditional gift that includes the joy of 
witnessing a natural bloom. Our take on the classic amaryllis bulb arrives 
planted in a 6 ½" diameter birch pot and is finished with moss, pinecone, 
and a red satin bow. Following the simple care card, Potted Amaryllis Bulb 
should bloom indoors after 6–8 weeks. Requires 2nd day shipping.

#17093 | $64

(d) OLIVE & COCOA MISTLETOE 
CANDLE & ORNAMENT SET
Exclusive to Olive & Cocoa®, our Mistletoe Candle brings the warm aroma 
of evergreen trees, cinnamon, and clove home for the holidays. Measuring 
3" tall by 3" in diameter, candle is accompanied by an approximately 8" long 
felted wool mistletoe ornament and a “Merry” embossed box of matches. 
Set arrives gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. 

#17124 | candle, ornament & matches | $78

(b) EMERALD FLOCKED STAG HEAD
Majestically posed, our Emerald Flocked Stag Head is a fabulous accent 
that will fascinate onlookers. Impeccably crafted with the appeal of flocked 
velvet, stag's head stands proudly on a weighted base. Sculpture measures 
approximately 16" high by 11" wide by 8" deep and arrives adorned with a 
fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#21501 | $184

(b)

(d)

“Share the 
ongoing gift of 

bright monthly 
blooms. ”
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(e) ROUGE IMPRESSION PAJAMAS
A bold field of red is highlighted by contrasting blossoms in an 
impressionistic style. Gorgeously decorated on a long sleeved button 
front shirt and comfortable elastic drawstring pants with pockets, Rouge 
Impression Pajamas are available in women's sizes small, medium, large, 
and extra large. Pajamas arrive gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate 
with ribbon.

#21897 | small | $178

#21898 | medium | $178

#21899 | large | $178

#21900 | extra large | $178

(d) CASHMERE FINGERLESS GLOVES
Cozy, chic cashmere keeps her warm through the chilliest weather. 
Featuring contrasting cream and red designs, our black and grey 
Cashmere Fingerless Gloves are simply luxurious. Women's one size fits 
most fingerless gloves arrive gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate 
with ribbon.

#21856 | $148

(f ) TURINO HOBO BAG
Genuine leather with a fascinating texture gives our Turino Hobo Bag 
unique appeal. Crafted in Italy in hues of sage green, fabric lined hand bag 
has silver-tone metal accents, a zippered top, and a contrasting brown 
shoulder strap. Bag measures approximately 18" x 14" x 6" with a 14" drop 
and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21735 | $244

(b) “TO THE MOON” PENDANT 
NECKLACE
Send her loving wishes and the resplendence of a moon beam. A hammered 
sterling silver pendant engraved with the words “love you to the moon” is 
balanced on a gold filled chain and finished with a lobster claw closure. 
Necklace measures approximately 18" long with a ½" square pendant and 
arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21997 | $158

(c) BLUE SPRUCE SPA CRATE
Regality meets relaxation in our Blue Spruce Spa Crate. Filled with a lavish 
collection of spa favorites, crate includes white tea & honeysuckle body 
lotion, pine scented bar soap, a relaxation bath bomb, a bergamot & rose 
candle, a weighted eye pillow, and a petite potted live succulent. All arrive 
gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21926 | $138

enlarged to show detail

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )

(a) ENCHANTED SAFARI ROBE
Entrancing zebras and gazelles frolic among fluffy pink shrubbery to give 
our loungewear unparalleled appeal. Spun of 100% cotton with two front 
pockets and a matching belt, our Enchanted Safari Robe is charmingly 
surreal. Available in women's sizes small/medium and large/extra large, 
robe arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21902 | small/medium | $288

#21903 | large/extra large | $288

(a)

“Dazzle her 
with yuletide 

elegance”

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) CASHMERE PONCHO
Lightweight and incredibly luxurious, our Cashmere Poncho is simply chic 
and elegant—we love it draped over skinny jeans or a cocktail dress! Poncho 
is women’s one size fits most and comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.  

#6454 | garnet (on model) | $188

#6452 | black | $188

#5302 | dove grey | $188

#6362 | chestnut | $188

#5697 | rose | $188

(e) ALPACA & SILK FINGERLESS GLOVES
The chilliest of weather calls for an extra layer of warmth—and style! Baby 
alpaca wool is blended with pure silk for one of the most luxuriously soft 
fabrics on earth. With a thumb hole knitted into each, women's one size fits 
most elegantly long fingerless gloves arrive gift wrapped in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#19373 | $158
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(d) LEOPARD SLIPPERS & LOTION
She'll love parading around the house in our vintage inspired Leopard 
Slippers. Fuzzy inside and out, our backless slippers are fit for a queen. 
Paired with moisturizing vanilla rouge lotion, non-skid slippers are 
available in women's sizes medium and large and arrive gift wrapped in a 
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21852 | medium slippers & lotion | $94

#21853 | large slippers & lotion | $94

(b) NOIR WOVEN LEATHER TOTE
Black leather is perfectly paired with matte canvas to create a modern 
masterpiece. With a durable leather outer and full-sized removable canvas 
lining, tote has a zippered top and an adjustable, detachable shoulder 
strap. Noir Woven Leather Tote measures approximately 15" x 15" x 5"  
with a 6" handle drop and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap  
with ribbon.

#21736 | $378

(c) “LOVED” BAR NECKLACE
Graceful and wonderfully understated, our “Loved” Bar Necklace is a 
wearable reminder of adoration. Hanging from a gold filled chain, our 
brass plated “Loved” pendant measures approximately ¾" wide. With a 
lobster claw clasp, necklace measures approximately 18" long and arrives 
gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21998 | $198

expires: 11/29/21
code: EARLY1O 
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(a)

(b)

(c)

enlarged to show detail

(d)

(e)

“Chic 
accessories and 
cozy surprises 

await. ”(f ) KILMARTIN CASHMERE SHAWL
Superior lightweight cashmere is woven with a gorgeously designed 
plaid pattern for a shawl that goes with everything. Generously sized 
and touchably soft, shawl is finished with fringed edges and measures 
approximately 29" x 80" including fringe. Arrives gift wrapped in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#19372 | $118

(f )
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(e) BOHO FRINGED REINDEER PUP
As festive as he is adorable, our Boho Fringed Reindeer Pup brings a 
fresh dimension of joyful fun everywhere he’s invited. With brightly colored 
detachable “dress-up” antlers, crocheted dog measures approximately  
20" tall and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#16960 | $158

(b) RIDING REINDEER ESTATE MAT
Ride away, ride away, ride away all! Relaxing together before their biggest 
night of the year, Santa's reindeer take a festive holiday ride on a bicycle 
built for eight. Natural coconut coir estate mat measures approximately  
18" x 40" and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin 
bow. If natural shedding occurs, a simple shake will do.

#18683 | $74

(c) SLENDER SAINT NICK
After cutting back on the milk and cookies, Slender Saint Nick is ready 
to slide down any skinny chimney! With a hand painted face, this unique 
heirloom quality keepsake Santa has an adorably festive outfit with jingle bell 
buttons and a charming knit stocking. Constructed from sturdy stuffed fabric, 
Slender Saint Nick measures 41" tall and sits upright on any horizontal 
surface. Comes packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#7780 | $114

(b)

(c) (d)

(e)

(d) FELTED ANGEL TREE TOPPER
Our Felted Angel Tree Topper is a playful holiday addition. Adorably 
detailed, this heirloom quality decoration is hand made from natural 
wool felt and yarn and features a lovely character sure to be cherished 
throughout the years. Angel measures 5" in diameter by 15" tall and comes 
gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#9925 | $84
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expires: 11/29/21
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(a) HEART GNOME TWINS
Our Heart Gnome Twins spread light-hearted merriment wherever they go. 
This cute duo is crafted with fuzzy beards, adjustable wire hats, interlocking 
arms, and long striped legs, and are weighted to sit upright for an adorable 
accent on a shelf or mantle. Gnomes each measure approximately 25" long 
and the set of two arrives together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#16666 | set of 2 gnomes | $88

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(b) RED NOSED REINDEER DOOR MAT
Welcome the season with a playful reindeer. Made from natural coconut 
coir, this whimsical winter door mat features a cheerful Red Nosed 
Reindeer and polka dots. Mat measures 18" x 30" and arrives adorned with 
a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. Natural shedding may occur.

#9924 | $68

(e) THE 12 GNOMES OF CHRISTMAS
Give them a dozen reasons to smile! The 12 Gnomes of Christmas set 
is crafted of felted wool and can either be hung as ornaments or placed 
around the home as fun décor. Including a cute wood corral for storage, 
gnomes measure approximately 5" tall and arrive gift wrapped in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#19293 | $98

(b) (e)

(f ) JINGLEBELL & KRIS KRINGLE
He may have tired legs, but Jinglebell the elf wants to help Kris Kringle 
deliver every last present this year. With skinny limbs, adorably hand 
painted faces, and plenty of mini bells, this duo is weighted to sit upright 
for easy staging. Jinglebell & Kris Kringle measure approximately 32" long 
and arrive packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21332 | $168
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(c) FELT DOVE ORNAMENT
A simple symbol of peace, our Felt Dove Ornament is crafted of felted 
wool in the shape of a dove carrying an olive branch. Ornament measures 
approximately 5" x 7" and arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate 
with ribbon.

#21658 | $58

(g) FESTIVE TREE CANDLE SET
Our Festive Tree Candle is a delight as both an ornamental accent and an 
aromatic candle. Infused with the essence of balsam and fir, lidded candle 
is paired with a box of long matches in a woodland motif. Candle measures 
approximately 3 ½" in diameter by 6" tall with lid and the set arrives gift 
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21649 | $64

(d) ILLUMINATED SNOWY PILLARS
Like a porch light that shines through a winter flurry, our Illuminated 
Snowy Pillars greet guests with a warm glow. Graced with trees and deer, 
pillars are lit with battery powered twinkle lights to brighten any space. 
Measuring approximately 4" in diameter by 6", 8", and 10" tall, set of  
3 pillars arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21650 | set of 3 illuminated pillars | $108

(c)

(d)

(f )

(g)

(a) SNOWSHOE SANTA
Prepared for backcountry excursions, Snowshoe Santa is determined 
to bring gifts to everyone on his nice list. Carrying sprigs, boughs, and 
pinecones, Santa is decked out in his warmest outfit, complete with 
snowshoes and trekking poles. Santa measures approximately 20" tall and 
arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21335 | $74

(a)
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(a) WATERCOLOR  
PUP PILLOWS
Let your favorite breed of playful pup bring a 
warm addition to your décor. Customized with 
a likeness of most any breed of dog, our fluffy 
pillow features a watercolor style design printed 
on natural beige textured fabric. Most breeds 
available. Pillows measure 18" x 18" and come 
packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with 
ribbon. Custom pillows take approximately  
10 business days to create. 

#8390 | $88
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